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ABSTRACT
Project ASTRO is an innovative program to support
science education by linking teachers and students in grades 4-9 with
amateur and professional astronomers with the overall goal being to
increase students' interest in astronomy and science in general. This
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successful partnership, finding a partner teacher or astronomer,
partnership strategies and possibilities, expectations and planning,
integrating the astronomer into the classroom, getting started and
the first visit, roles and responsibilities for teachers and
astronomers, involving the school and the community, getting support
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Project ASTRO and You
Wkome to Project As FRO: Astronomers

and leachers as Partners in the classroom:
I his f
Manual is tor teachers, amateur
and professional astronomers, youth gnnip
leaders, and others who teach astronomy to
students. It contains tips and suggestions
about starting and carrying out a Project
Amo teacher/astronomer partnership. As a
Project ASTRO partner, a protessional or amateur astronomer agrees to make ongoing
school isits, and to work with a partner
teacher and a group ot students over time to
assist them in learning more about astromi
my in and out ot the classroom.
It you're reading this manual, you arc
probably either a teacher who wants an
astronomer to visit your classroom, or an
astnniotner ts ho wants to spend some tune
sharing Your love tit the stars with teachers
and young people. You may be seeking a partner astronomer or teacher, or you may
alread have a partner and be planning viflir
tirst classroom visit together. Fins manual is
intended to give you some 'Ideas about tuns.
to get started, and luiw to develop a sm(esstul partnership over the coining months and
years.

\

ark' ak nit to embark on a [(warding
and sometimes ihallenging partnership to
improve si rime education. It vou'ic a teat her

in a situ it ii r community organization,
working with -Your- astronomer is a way to
bring new experiences and expertise to your
students. If You are an astronomer, volunteering to visit a school can be as valuable to you

as to the studentsputting you in touch with
youngsters and doing something meaningful
tor your community. You'll find that most
students have a
natural fascination
with space that can
be sparked through
41,
hands-on activities
and your own
--441109
enthusiasm. And

a

you'll see that vou
can readily integrate other sciences
and subjects, from
biology, to art, to
history into your
astronomy lessons.

How to Use
This Manual
The purpose in this manual is rti give you
guidanie to help your partnership be as sueiesstul as possible. We know that %mil manuals have less meaning it You've never visited a
t. lassrot on ( 4' worked wit h a visiting sLientist

I loore. I \i'il MI, we encourage vim to read

4

Ph Ott IA I .itiletine I ortilLird

this manual at least on«. betore you begin

your partnership, and then return to it atter
you've started. 'We suggest that you also read

the seitions intended tor your partner
whether teacher or astroimmerto help you
understand vcitir partner's luitential concerns.
See the table ot ;Ontents tor specitic sections
that meet your needs.

We wekt nine your «minions and sugges-

tions..As vou read and use this manual. we

hope your will make your own notes and
share them with us. Please send your teed-

back to Project ASTRO, Astronomkal Society
ot the Pacitic. 490 Ashton Avenue, San

I rancisto, ( A (4112. III
Jesska Richter

k Andrew I raknoi
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n

Pro ject 1STRO is an innoyatne program to
support science education In linking teachers
and students in grades 4-9 with amateur and
professional astronomers. The overall goal of
Project ASTRO is to increase students' interest
in astronomy and science in general. Funded
by the National Science Foundation and by
two branches of NASA, Project ASTRO was

developed by the Astronomical Society of the
Pacific, a century-old, nonprofit scientific and
educational membership society tor amateur
and professional astronomers, teachers, and
the public.
Because of its attractiveness tor students,
astronomy is an ideal entree to teach about
the process of science. Many teachers recognize their students' interest in astronomy and
want to teach more ot it. but lack adequate
background and training in the subject. At
the same time, protessional and amateur
astronomers, concerned about the crisis in
science education in the l'.5., have wanted u)
do more to help teachers. hut have ()hen been
unsure how to make a meaningful contribotii m. On their own, many astrimomers make
a one-tinie visit to a knal classmom, Ina sin!)
quick interactii ins have of sly a limited impae i

(in students.
Prole( t ASTI4 ) was developed to address

these needs in astninome and scieme educa.
non by preparing astronom(rs to make mu/liMe visits to the same elassnuun iand to do

while at the same time, pros Kling professional do elopment opportunities tor teachers
Projett \SIR() helps teat hers and
astronomers form partnerships, otters them
training and support, and pros ides a range of
materials tor classroom use I he focus ot
Projett \SIR() is on grades 4-9, hetause it is
in these. grades that students' long-term attitudes about science are first formed
\her bong trained, astrimomers agree to
make at least tour land otten mans morel
school visits, assisting with hands-on activities, giving talks on astronomical discoveries,
helpins; with science projects, organizing
"star parties" for students and families, lending a hand with curriculum development,
and serving as role models. Whenever possible. teachers and astronomers together establish links with local astronomy institutions
and science centers.
Project ASTRO began in 1993 as a pilot
program involving 4S sclusols throughout
California. Ibis Holt
Nianwl draws on the
experiences of teachers and astromnners who
participated in the pilot phase. 'Iwo replications ot Project Acd ) are underway in
Stockton and Santa Barbara. o aiitornia, initiated bv entliusiastie pilot project teachers
and astront inters. Working wit It scienee centers. research institutn ins, and universities,
Project .\STRO is mu is eSpaillling to several

other nwtropolitan areas thniughout the I. '.S.
Please lontiict us to mid ;nit it there i1/4 a
Pn nect AS I RO espansn in site near you.

I lie national l'n get t
IZO Mice pr,
ides ill,: ioll,nving sewn. vs to support

teat her. ast rononier partnerships and astronomy eduk anon:

'Iraining teachers and astronomers iii
doing age-appropriate. hands-i in ast !oil( inn

activities I both at expansion saes and astronomical meetings).

Providing 1,,ruidance, advice, and
training to organizations and individuals
interested in starting their invn Project .WIR0
program or partnership.

Creating and dis.seminating materials
ti I supptirt teacherlastrommwr partnerships,
includnig selections of the best activities tor
the classroom, and a wide range ot resources
about astronomy and astrownny teaching.

Conducting ongoing evaluation ot
Project ASTRO partnerships and materials to
continue to learn what works best.

Producing a newsletter and providing
electronic networking tor Project ASTRO
expansion sites.

Project ASTRO Materials
Another Project ASTRO publication is

available to help !..ou with .our partnership.
The Unii.erse at }bur FhNertips: An Astronomy

Achrity and Resource Notebook contains more

than on hands-on astronomy activities tor
grades 4-9. 'Mese activities were selected trom
a variety ot exemplary sources by a team ot
teachers and astronomers, and pilot tested
with Project ASTRO participants. Designed tor
teachers, astronomers, and others who want
to improve or increase the astronomy they
teach, the loose-leat notehnik also contains a
host ot resource lists on a wide range ot astmnomical topics, articles aluitit teat hing and
learning, and astronomy background material. It is the essential wmpanion u i this Howl I Vatillta tor anyone interested in teaching
more astronomy. (information about how io

order The Universe at thur FitoTtips is provid-

ed at the end of this manual.)
Future materials will include a Alining
Manual for Project AMO expansion site
coordinators, and a Project ASTR0 informational video.

About the Astronomical
Society of the Pacific
he Astronomical
Society of the Pacific
(ASP) is an international
nonprofit scientific and
educational organization,
founded in 1889, whose
mission is to advance the
AN ASTRONOMY ACTIVITY AND RESOURCE NOTEBOOK
science ot astronomy and
help disseminate the
r?sults of astronomical
research to students,
teachers, and the public.
Begun on the Pacific
Coast of "w U.S. thence
its name), the Society
today has members in
every state and more
than on other countries,
and is one of the largest
PROJECT ASTRO
astronomical organizaASTOONOMICAL SOCIETY Of THE PACITIC
tions in the world.
Among its many activities, the ASP has ottered
summer workshops on teaching astronomy
in grades 3-12 since 1980. Several thousand
teachers have taken these workslmps and
returned to their schools with new resouncs,
activities, and enthusiasm. Many ot the materials and tm hniques in Project ASTRO grew
out ot these summer workshops.

THE UNIVERSE AT
YOURYINGERTIPS

6

I

Children are born with a cunosits about
the natural world I Ike suentists thes
explore, obserse experiment and classits ut
you've ever taken sand out ot a curious toddler's mouth, you know what
we mean i. Sadly, tor many
children as they go through
school, science begins to lose

its fasonationotten becaust

"I tell my students, do
scientists know everything? No they don't,
but they are always

willing to find out and
correct their mistakes,

and try and try again.
That's what I want you
to do."
-I

(Inttit hAttiler

it is taught as a series of disparate tacts. Students don't
always learn about the connection between these tacts
and the natural world. They
may no longer experience the
link between their own curk isitv and the science they learn
in school. 1 hey only know it
seems boring Itir not relevant to their lives, oi
too abstratt to understand a and when something is boring, not relevant, or ton abstrat t
it's tough tor kids ni put then minds tu wink.
1 lw (iverall purpose I it Prowl, t 1 \ 1.14 ), is ti .

help students see that sc lent e tan be interesting and tun while still getting them to think
ak nit the prot Ins and results tit discovers.
1 he goal , 4 Pr, qt.,. t

\ 1/4,1 m. i

is II, 4 lo make all

kids into protessit mai. tir es cil ainateur.
astn ill( inters (although st Init. students Inas
eventually tollow these paths'. Rather, we
want til llst the wonder and List illation I li
&all illorlls tl I engaey all ,alldellts Itl tilt'

protess ot science and logical reasoning
his means we want students to behase
like -short scientists" bs making obsers anon., gathering and classits mg data. drawing
(tint lusions, and asking new questums \Xt.
%sant students to consider multiple explanations tor a phenomenon, and use their data
to reach the best conclusion XXe want students to wnsider that sometimes there isn't
one Correct answer. or that people may disagree on the answer, or that we don't alts as s
knots ts hat the answer is. but that we can
devise ways to find out.
'toward these ends, the focus ot Project
ASTRO is on helping kids learn by doing. By
using hands-on, concrete activities where students make discoveries tor themselves, students think more like scientists and are more
likely to really learn about astronomy. It You
are serious about involving students in
astronomy in an active way, we encourage
You to get Project ASTRO's, The Universe at
lour Finsertips:
Astrononn ActiOty and

Rootirt e Notebook, or other curriculum guides

that contain specific astrominie activities tor
grades 4-Q.

Being a Project ASTRO
Partner: Suggested
Approaches

0

ne ot Protect :1 St 14 vs main agendas is

to help teachers improve their astrontnny
and science teat hing lit working t lowly with
someone with special km its ledge about
astrom imv, leachers are tailed upon tt) teat li
many sublet ts. Mans. teachers. particularly
elementary teachers, may rim it lie t inntortable
teat lung science and may N. eager to

improve their understanding tit st lent e ti intent and int itesses. i \ en tt at hers who are

Promote hands-on student discovery experiences
Kids learn by doing! Hands-on activities in which students discover things for themselves are

the highest quality learning experiences. Students forget most of the things their teachers tell
them. But when adults lead kids in experiences where they wrestle with an interesting per-

sonal observation and then figure it out "by themselves"those things are remembered forever. Seek to be more of a guide to discovery than a conveyor of information and a provider
of answers.

From Preparing and Presenting Effective K-I2 Science and Math Education Activities,

Sandia National Laboratories.

familiar with science may not know enough

Students may ask their teacher over

astronomy to teach it effectively. For teachers, having a visiting astronomer in their

and over, "When is our astronomer coming?
When is our astronomer corning?"

classroom can be a valuable resource to

improve and increase the astronomy they
teach.

A usually reserved eighth grade class
may create an elaborate astronomy display,

more about astronomy, and astronomers

enthralled by the sight of Saturn's rings
through a telescope that eager students have

"Our amateur astronomy club has worked
with schools for a
while, but we usually
brought in slides or a
telescope for day viewing, or invited children
to a star party. Project

become more familiar with students and

to push him out of the way to see for them-

ASTRO has given us a

schools. Tc.achers who are inspired by learn-

selves.

We use the term parnwrships to describe

complete with the astronomer's picture, a

Project ASTRO because the astronomers and

box for students' astronomy questions, and

teachers work together as equal partners to

model planets.

develop their own program. lögether, they
decide what specific projects and activities to
do, based on each partner's interests and the
students' needs. In this way, teachers learn

ing and doing more astronomy can go on to
share their new knowledge with colleagues
and use new skills with other classes. As
astronomers learn more about what teachers,
kids, and schools need, they become more
effective agents for improving science educa-

A reluctant principal may attend an
evening "star party," and become so

A teacher may finally persuade her
school to provide a phone line connection to
her classroom so that she and her students
can communicate with their astronomer
through the Internet.

whole new perspective
and a set of activities

that have improved our
efforts tremendously"
-Project ASTRO Amateur
Astronwner

tion in general and creating meaningful and
lasting links between schools and the outside

conmmnity.
By making the commitnwnt to work
together in this way, some of the tollowing
things may start to happen:

A busy parent may stop to look at the
sky with his child, helping to chart the
moon's phases over the course of a week.

A

university astronomer mav t hange
4

the wav she teddies colkge level astronom,
adapting activities that worked with her
AS I RO seventh graders.

An amateur astronomer, telescope in

have been doing this
alone for about five
years... but sometimes
wondered whether
what I was doing was
of any value to the
schools. Working with
Project ASTRO has

given me some validation. I used to wonder,
does this work? Does it
not work?...Kids naturally love astronomy,

but I am much better
now at emphasizing
science thinking. It
wasn't so much any
specific activity that
has made the difference, but the philosophy.

tom may run into his partner teacher on a
local mountain top, looking through bur
new telescope.

Other teachers, research astronomers,
graduate students, and fellow astronomy
club members mav decide they want to
become part of Project Aq.R0 in sonic way:
and finally...

It may all happen again the next
year!

Fifth grade teachers, Jeannie Kohl and Laurie Wingate at Sequoia Elementary School in

Oakland, California were interested in Project ASTRO because they wanted their inner city

students to be comfortable with the night sky. "Every year we take our students to science

camp for a week. During the camp, we take the students on a night hike, but many of them

-10ra Schena, Pniject
.1S FRO Astronomo

resist going because they're afraid of the dark." After a year teaching astronomy and working
with astronomers Isabel Hawkins and Nahide Craig from the University of California at
Berkeley, Jeannie and Laurie's students had entirely different attitudes. "This year, every single

kid went out during the night hike. They were eager to point out the constellations that they
knew and one student, Germain, excitedly kept us informed about the phase of the Moon.
Learning more about astronomy ahead of time really prepared the students for the nighttime
experience."

high st hoot with ncl more than two st tente
pernxis lo tor depth rather than exposure

3. The teacher should be responsible
for student discipline and classroom
management.

Ten Steps to a Successful

Partnership
I. Plan and make at least 4 classroom
visits, plus an extra first visit for the
astronomer to observe the class anonymously.
slake multiple visits to the school or
classroom, and begin with an observati(m
visit so that the astrononwr can see what the
school and classroom are like. %Wye tound
that knit visits are the minimum number tor
the astronomer and students to have time to
get to know eat h other. With at least knit visits, the astronomer t an do Ittinter term pr()jects with students, and can join the teacher
at key points in the curriculum. Recause eat h
school visit may lake some preparation, making more than tour visits may not be possible
tor busy astrom tillers. Of course, we encourage yin, to make more than tour visits if posstblemime Projet t ANIRO astronctmers have
enjoyed visiting as otten as once a week tor
the entire school year.

2. Visit the same classroom over time.
'sVhen he or she works with the same students over time, the astronomer really gets to
know the kids tand vice versa). We suggest
that the ast tont imer wi irk with one t(Ir at the
most two) sell-t ()Wanted elementary class.
rooms tinong st hool sisit iii Ill nuthilt.

isning astronomers, as solunteers in the
lassroom, should not be
expected to manage student
behavior in the classroom.
gather, teat hers should stay
attivelv involved in tile
lassroom, both to model
learning anti curiosity to
students and to assist the
astronomer with any discipline or logistics. At the
same time, astronomers
need to be aware of classroom rules and routines,
and use them appropriately
tinting their visits (such as
having students raise their hands before
speaking). It's a good idea to clarity what
these rules are betore the first visit.

4. Commitment and communication
are the keys to a succexsful partnership.
Strong partnerships develop when everyone has a high level ot enthusiasm and commitment to the project. YOU will need to
devote enough time to communicate and
plan with v(nir partner, to get ready tor visits,
and of course, to be in the classroom. lie t aretul not to overcommit at tirst. Rut, do tollotv
through lw keeping in tout hi with your partter leather or astronomer. It's also important
tit tommunicate t !early and openly about
ativ «int erns, needs. or suggestions von ina

"I thought I was going
to have to teach
astronomy and my
teachers would go off
for a bagel and coffee,
but this was not the
case. We worked

together in partnership."
Projed ASTRO Astraninner

I lave.

(I

"I learned that lecture
style is not the way to
go with kids. It has its
place but Project
ASTRO is more about

hands-on activities and
having fun."
(:wnhis, Amateur

.-ltnutorner

5. Teachers and astronomers should
enter the partnership as equal, but differently skilled, partners.
leachers are likely to be more knowledgeable alnnit luny students learn, what students
need to know, and about how to structure
and manage a classroom activity.
\stronomers are likely to know more about
astronomy and technology. Your partnership
will be more successful it you enter it with
respect and an expectation ot equality. But
don't expect your partner to know
everything or to do everything
perfectly the first time. Let your
partnership and your own skills
develop as you get to know each
others' strengths.

6. Provide adequatz time for
planning and follow-up.

"The most difficult
part of our partnership
for us was scheduling

the time to meet
together. There was
also the added problem of playing phone

tag or delaying getting back to each
other. I know this was

a big frustration for
everyone."

1.ocus on a tew themes and
goals and add more ambitious
activities dieki trips, star parties,
site visits, simulated missions to
Mars, 0(.1 atter you have been
working together tor a while. An
initial planning meeting or two
w ill help ytni understand each others' needs
and interests. It i% important tor astronomers
lc I listen and resjumd tl tl'at hers Ileedsvt Ui

ing to lectures (altlunigh an occasittnal lecture
may have a place in a well-thought-out program). I )oing hands-on activities may require
a more cooperative approach with both partners actively engaged.

8. Involve school administrators, other
teachers, and families.
It's always a good idea to keep the school
principal and other administrators informed
about Project ASTRO. Be sure the principal
meets the visiting astronomer, and invite
school administrators to special events and
visits. If other teachers express interest in the
program, invite them as well. In addition,
you'll find that astronomy offers great opportunities to involve families in their children's
scieme learning. "Star parties" for families
and nighttime observing as homework activities are opportunities to get families out to
look at the night sky, making science fun for
all. Also, make use ot other resources in your
community. See Sections 9 and 11 of this
manual !or more ideas.

9. Involve community resources when
possible.
h m't tee that the two ot you need to do
it all alone, especially it you are planning
Spel WI event. Seek out astronomy rest mart es in

\Ina t ommunitv, such as:
the ktcal amateur astnnunny club
public or private t ibservatories
a planetarium or sLiente museum
a NASA tacilit (including one ot
NASA's leacher kesolln e ( enters or
programs
spat e Want I. t
t.ollege tr tat iiversity astronom departments
.1 t onimunitv tollege with an astrono..
iIts putgrain
patents with Mestopes

will be st n Inger allies this was'. Build trom
vt tor strengths. And. Lbet. k in with eat h other
all( tut students' reactitms mid luny the activi-

iv went atter eat h

7. Children learn best when they are
actively involved and engaged in learning, by observing, measuring, discussing, etc.
1 he philosoplw and to, us ot moo

.1N R( I /cat ho

\SIMI is It 1 ins Like students in active. handstil astrononis .1( twines, as 111111St'd Ill IMO),

1

Start Small
see the scot( )tp, ( In finding ..111 astrt Ui-

We know that teachers who see more than one class each day ideally want to

oiner and invol( tug the (onimunit( tor spe-

expose all of their students to the astronomer. Resist this kind impulse! This

cific ideas.

can place a great time demand on the astronomer (who is, after all, a volun-

teer) and make it more difficult for him or her to learn the children's names,

10. Create a plan that addmsses both
the teacher's and the astronomer's
needs and interests, and don't forget
to keep the students in mind!

let aione form relationships with them. Although you will initially involve a

Sometimes, teachers and astronomers
ind that they want different things In )rn the
partnership. for example. the teacher may
want student \ to learn about scale and distance, and the astronomer may want to share
his or her knowledge and enthusiasm about
telescopes and observing. It is important that
both the teacher's and the astronomer's interests get met to some degree. You may need to
clarify what the underlying issue is and make
a few compromises so that the teacher's classroom needs are met and the astronomer does
what he or she is mmt enthusiastic about.
I'he best solutions otten involve working
more ckisely together or sharing roles.

a much less satisfying experience than those who "adopted" one class.)

smaller group of students, these kids will benefit much more from the

astronomer's multiple visits and personal contact. (In our pilot program, the
visiting astronomers who faced many classes each time reported that they had
Teachers can use the new skills they develop to enhance astronomy with other
classes. If all partners agree, you can add additional students after you have

been workin9 together for a while. To reach more students, consider inviting
them to special events (the entire sixth grade to a star party), have a one-time
assembly for more kids, or have your students teach other classes.

More About
Communication
Communication and tollow-through with
your partner are essential. Sometimes partners are surprised by the problems they experience in communicating. Keep in mind
that:

Few teachers have e-mail or phones

Communication Tips
Initiate contact with your partner. Don't
wait for him or her to call you!
* Follow through on plans. Call two days
before visits. Call well in advance if
you need to re-schedule.
Return phone calls and messages

promptly.
Be flexible, listen, and expect difficulty
reaching each other sometimes.

in their classrooms. Most teachers are
exceedingly busy during the school day.
Some 5( hools are better than others in getting messages to teachers. So, it ian be ditlicult to reach teachers during the day.

Astronomers may be less available in
the evenings and mar travel tor periods ot
the year. Volunteer visits mar not be their
top pritnitv every dav. Professional
astrom fillers especially are used to ommunit ating via electrcmii mail, and may be impatient with people who don't vet have ail
Internet (onnection.

It's nice to meet students and parents on
common ground outside of the school facility. At the middle school
level, so often the only
time we get to meet
parents is when something is wrong. Project
ASTRO was a great way
to have a more positive
experience with students and parents."
--Project :ISM)

Together you will need to figure out the best way and time to
comnumicate (work phone, home
answering machines, tax, modem,
Saturday mornings). It multiple teachers are involved, designate one
teacher to be the contact person.

More About Time

the tirst visit. One of the tour visits might be
a star partv or yther type ot held trip. These
special activities involx e additional planning.

Make multiple phone calls, or send
faxes and e-mail to arrange visits. NOu should

expect to play "phone tag" and to talk with
your partner during the evening or on weekends.

Commitment

o

It's very important tor the success 01
your partnership that you have a clear
understanding of the time involved.
As a Project ASTRO participant, you

ALA

will need time to:

Have an initial planning meet"Our astronomer, Ellis
Miner, a senior scientist
at the jet Propulsion
Lab, went above and
beyond the call of duty.
He even went to the
store to buy light bulbs
when the bulbs for the
slide projector went
out before his visit.

just think he's a terrific
person and we're very
lucky to be working
with him."
--Kathnv Hemanbl. I'mject

ing tawav from the school, if possible) and
additional meetings or phone calls to plan as
needed.

Follow-up each visit with a plume call

or brief meeting.

(For the astronomer) Prepare and
practice activities before visiting the school,

(For the teacher) Prepare and follow
up with students atter the astronomer visits.
lit the visits into your overall program. Make
arrangements tor materials and logistics. IN

Make or host at least four classroom
visits, plus a classroom observation before

To Astronomers: If you are an astronomer, be sure you have the time to devote to the project and can take the time off during the school day as needed. Remember that school sched-

ules are not very flexible. Many companies support their employees' involvement in community service, so check into your employer's volunteer policy. You might also make school visits
early in the day or during an extended lunch hour. Sometimes a letter from the Project ASTRO

coordinator or school principal can help smooth the way with your employer. See Section 10
for more ideas about getting support.

ASTRO ('a Chet
To Teachers: It may take some additional time and effort at first to "fit" the astronomer into
your program. Once you get started, this time will decrease as the astronomer becomes more
familiar with your needs. Try asking your administrator for release time to plan with your
astronomer, and look into the use of Eisenhower funds to support your release time. Also,

remember that the astronomer is volunteering his or her time, probably taking time off from
work. You will likely need to be the one to handle any additional logistics or dealings with the
school bureaucracy.

Finding a
Partner

some persistence to find a teacher who does,
tir wants to. (Wry are s(nne suggestions alit iut
whom to approach as a first point ot contact:

Your child's classroom teacher or science teacher. Your friends' children's teachers, especially thu use st hi) are interested in st

B y now Y( Iu've decided you want to start
Project \S IR( ) partnership, but von don't
have a partner. !laving the interest is the tirst
step: finding a partner may require some initiative and persistence. liven it the first person
VOU contact does not work out, he or she may
IR! abk. to refer you to the pertect person.
I fere are some ideas about where to begin.

For Astronomers: Finding a
Partner Teacher

Classroom or science teachers in your
local area (especially a neighborhood
school). l'he principal, school counselor, or
school science coordinator (it there is one)
max- be able to connect you with an interested teacher.

County or District level
Science Coordinator or

t.s.A.0 mpg,.

r..

mummy.

Volunteer Coordinator. Contact
the County or District
Superintendent's office tor names.

A local planetarium or sciAmong the ways to tind a partner teacher
are:

1. Make contact with an individual
teacher.

2. "Network" thniugh school persomiel
and other people you know.
3. Publicize Your availability through writ
ten material.
\ faking contact with an individual
teacher is perlups the hest approach.
Information lett with school administrators
t an get hist before it reaches interested teachers. A good way to tind the names ot teat hers
is to start with people you know (see hclowi
because they will have., greater interest in
helping von. When you contact a teat her,
\plain that von want to volunteer as a
Project ASIR() astrononwr and describe yime
ot what You'd like to lifter, lie aware that no(
all teth heis itS 1 ,istlt tilt tillS, still May tak

ence center. Teachers who are
interested in astronomy may be

1.

involved with special prr)grams
there. Ask for the education coordinator at these organizations.

Your state science teachers' association (check the phone book, ask a teacher, or
contact the National St ience Feathers
Association, 1840 Wilson Med., Arlington, A
22201 (7031243-710M. Ask the officers or staff

of the state organization how to reach interested teachers. 1 hey may he able to pass your
name along to people in your area.

Science education faculty at a local university Scluml of Education. liliese faculty
members may be tamiliar with teacher professional development programs, and may be
able to steer vou toward ,1 network ot interested teat hers,
II)

Graduates of national astronomy

Harvard-Smithsonian Center for

education programs for teachers. These

Astrophysics, Education Department,

teachers may be interested in working with
an astronomer, or may be able to refer you to
other teachers in their area. Contact the organization that runs each astronomy program
tor names of teachers in your area. A complete catalog of national astronomy education
projects is included in The Universe at Ibur
Fingertips. Organizations with experience running teacher education programs in astronomy include:

MS 71, 60 Garden Street, Cambridge, MA
02138 (617) 495-9798.

American Astronomical Society,
Suite 400, 2000 Florida Avenue, Washington, DC 20009 (202) 328-2010.

Lawrence Hall of Science, Astronomy
& Physics Education Program, University
of California, Berkeley, CA 94720. (510)
642-5134.

NASA Teacher Resource Centers
(located at various locations across the
country). Contact NASA CORE, Lorain
County JVS, 15181 Route 58 South,
Oberlin, OH 44074 (216) 774-1051 for a
list of centers.

National Science Teachers
Association, 1840 Wilson Blvd.,

How to Approach School Personnel
When you call or write, communicate your desire to have an ongoing relationship with the school and to have an impact on astronomy and science
education. Let the teacher, counselor, or administrator know that you would
Ilke to provide ongoing enrichment to the classroom lessons (not just a onetime lecture). Describe some of the specific ways you think you can be of
help, and discuss your availability and commitment.
Bring a copy of the Project ASTRO How-To Manual, The Universe at Your

Fingertips, and other Project ASTRO resource materials you may have to a

Arlington, VA 22201 (703) 243-71(X)

Call us at Project ASTRO (415) 3371100. We may be able to connect you with a
Project ASTRO expansion site, or give you the
names of teachers in your area from our
growing database of participants in our programs and others across the country.

For Teachers: Finding a

Partner Astronomer

meeting with the school principal or classroom teacher. Summarize or photocopy the brief description of Project ASTRO at the beginning of this manual.
Ask what ideas the teacher, counselor, or administrator has about how you
can help with astronomy and science education. Emphasize that the focus of
Project ASTRO is on astronomy, but the broader goal is to help students

Because Project ASTRO encourages both

amateur and professional astronomers to visit
schools, there are several avenues to pursue
to find a partner astronomer.

develop enthusiasm in science and logical reasoning skills.

I. (:ontact local astronomy club
Follow-up with a note and phone call. Teachers and administrators get
extremely busy and may have difficulty getting back to you as soon as you

would like. Take it upon yourself to make follow-up contact.

Adapted from One Small Step...An Education Outreach Resource Guide
produced by AIAA and NASA
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Manv amateur astronomers belong to local
astronomy clubs. Lach club usually has some
members who are interested in education and
explaining astronomy to the publk. Often,
astronomy clubs hold star parties for the public, or go to local schools for one-time visits.

About Amateur Astronomers
Amateur astronomers come from all walks of life and pursue astronomy as a

Non ss ill want to tind the club members w
are interested in conveying ast 1.1 nu tiny to others and have at least some experience with
children. all the club president. attend a
local meeting, of show up at an evening star
gazing session and talk to the members. Nfilst
likely you will find someone who IS enthusiastic. lo tind amateur astromimv clubs in
your area contact y(itir k tea I planetanum,
community college astronomy department.
or a local telescope stiire. I.ists ot amateur
clubs also appear each year in a supplement
section included in
idescopc and
.4qmnonly magazines. available in inan
libraries.

2. Contact astronomy educators
Call your kwal planetarium, science center, or community college to find astronomy
educators. Many ot these institutions have at
least one person on statf who teaches astronomy, usually someone with a Master's degree
in astronomy. Staff and taculty at these organizatkins can be quite busy, but may be interested in visiting your school to enhance their
teaching skills and experience, and to link
with the community. If the main astronomer
or taculty member is not available, he or she
mils. be able to reter you to advanced students, amateur astronomers, or others in die
local astronomy «immunity.

3. Contact professional or research
astronomers
I he involvement ot protessional
astronomers in K-I 2 education is gaining
legitimacy as scientists in astronomy and
other fields recognize the importance ot supporting science education in the early grades.
You can find protessional astronomers
through local colleges and universities,
iesean h labs. N \sA enters. and indusfis.

hobby. Most amateurs have other careersthey may be doctors, or contractors, or business people, or software engineers (one dynamic amateur
astronomer we know is a butcher). Some amateurs are retired professional

astronomers, and, while the majority of amateur astronomers are men, there
are increasing numbers of women involved in astronomy clubs. Amateur
astronomy is an exciting hobby because amateur astronomers can actually

make scientific discoveries and contribute to the field of astronomy. Since the
sky is so large, there is room for many telescopes to keep watch for astronom-

ical events. In fact, many new comets are discovered by amateur "comet
hunters" and some exploding stars were first noticed by amateur observers.
Many amateurs know a lot about the night sky, constellation lore, and observing through a small telescope. And their enthusiasm for astronomy can be
contagious.

Graduate students and postdoctoral level
protessionals may be particularly interested in
working with schools. At the university level,
the best initial contact is the astronomy and
physics department secretary, lie or she
should be able to give you names of faculty
members or graduate students who have an
interest in education. Ask if the secretary can
post an announcement on electronic mail
(astronomers use electronic mail as one ot
their main vehicles ot communication), or
distribute letters to all faculty and graduate
students. If you need help tinding astronomy
programs and research centers in your area,
omtact the American Astronomical Society
i2000 Horida Avenue, Suite -WO, Washington.
IX: 20009, Q021328-2010). The .AAS is the

main protessional society tor astronomers in
the U.S.

4. Call the Astronomical Society of the
Pacific
We have a growing database ot astronomers interested in Project AS IRO, and can
help refer von to other organizations. You can
reach us at (4151337-11m

1
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2. Plan "stand-alone" visits by the
astronomer

Integrating the Astronomer
into the School Program
Before you begin your partnership, it will
help to decide how you want to fit the
astronomer's visits into the school program.
There are two general approaches. You could:

Link the visits closely with the curriculum
1.

You can link each visit to ongoing classroom activities
and the specific
science lessons
Possibilities
planned for class
that day. This
Integrate astronomy and environmental science
approach can be
Make a school planetarium or observatory
very enriching

Provide junior memberships.to astronomy clubs
Have an eclipse party

Host a "Star-b-Que"

Have an annual Astronomy Day fair

tor the students
and can create a
great partnership.
It requires planning, COMMUni-

cation, and flexiDo a slide show
bility and the
Organize a star party
astronomer needs
Sponsor a camping trip to view the dark sky
to have an interest in the specific
topics that are
being covered. I he teacher and astronomer
will need ti keep in inta It anntlt what the
students are doing and be prepared to
rem heduk.

lw astronomer's visits can be -extra"
lessons that tit generally with the astronorm
or science students are learning, but do not
link directly to current lessons Stand-alone
N 'sits can wease astronomy into the curriculum over a longer period ot time, and may
relate to the astronomer's particular interest
or expertise. It is still essential tor partners to
discuss and plan, but this approach allows
you to schedule the dates ot visits more definitively in advance.
Most partners choose an approach somewhere between these two alternatives. They
try to tit the topic and activity of the visit
into the year's curriculum, while still focusing
on areas ot interest to the astronomer. For
example, suppose a fifth-grade curriculum
includes the study of the Moon. A partnership that includes an astronomer with expertise in planetary geology may decide to focus
on a cratering activity, learning about the different kinds of lunar terrain, and a discussion
ot other worlds that resemble the Moon. A
partnership that includes an active amateur
astronomer may instead focus on observing
and explaining the Moon's phases and a star
parte to look at the Moon through a telescope. Meanwhile, the teacher mav have students ointinue charting the Moon's phases,
discuss the history ot lunar exploration. show
a video about the Apollo II landings. and
then encourage students to write group storWs about what it would be like to live on the
Moon.

Av are different ways that Proiec
\%.iRt / partners have integrated the
ast P 'flower's visits into the school program,
based on tint,- or mine visits:

t itisS tails behind.
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Teach astronomy throughout the
year with the astronomer visiting tour times
or at regular intervals isuch as one day cat h
monthi.

Teach a 4-8 week astronomy unit and
have the astront liner vhit kitir or more times
during the unit.

Teach an astronomy unit first. then,
atter the unit is over, have a weekly for
monthly astroniimy day in your t. lass. I he
astronomer can continue the visits. working
with individual students or tocusing on new
areas ut astronomy.

Create a lunchtime or afterschool

lfelp obtain, fix, and maintain
equipment.
'Serve as a tutor, mentor, and role
model for individual students or small
groups.
Encourage female and minority students in science.
Invite colleagues to join you tor a visit.
Involve parents acid tamilies.
I help teachers with curriculum and

activity development.
Assist with a science, math, and career
festival in the school.
Bring interesting artifacts and equipment to class.

astronomy club tor a speutic -rade level or
all interested students. l'he astronomer can
visit every club meeting, or at regular inter-

More Possibilities

vals.

Do solar viewing

Have students communicate with till'
astronomer via electronic mail. It's a good
idea to combine this with "in person" c(mtact
tirst.

Have the astronomer make visits or be
available to the teacher on an "on-call" basis.
This requires advance planning, as well as a
commitment to stay in touch and respond to
requests.

What the Astronomer Can Do
There are many ways an astronomer can
work with teachers and students, as well as a
universe of pcissible partnership activities.
!fere are some ideas:
lead or help lead hands-ini activities
with students.
I ead or arrange a tield trip to a planetarium. science center, observatory or
other astninimucal or space science site.
Serve as 4 remiurce perm in to! the
teac lier and other schimol tat. II It v.

Have a "design an alien" contest
Monitor Sunspots

Show computer simulations

Create an astronomy display in the school library or hallway
Make a telescope

Do a school-wide auditorium program
Chart the phases of the Moon

invite the class to the astronomer's workplace or amateur club
meeting
Make a scale model of the solar system in the school or community
Make a model comet

Create messages to send to extraterrestrial beings

Set up an astronomy news bulletin board
Design a model space probe

Do a simulated mission to Mars

Work with model rockets
Use a Starlab portable planetarium

"Barry (our astronomer) was great with
kids. Even my "sophisticated" seventh

graders got involved
and excited. The most
frequently asked question on Tuesday morning was "is Barry coming today?" He
brought many of his
own resources to our
class. He supported my
classroom goals as well
as generating a real
love and awareness of
the night skies. Even
though I do not have
a strong technical
background in astronomy, I felt like a valued

partner "
Ann Dee Clemenza, Proiect
ASTRO Teacher

Partnering in the Classroom

or give a brief led nrc \hilt: the teacher
remains ,ictiveI ins ik ed managing student

ilk e your partnerslup gets underwa,
s ou'll tind a \ ay ot working together that
suits s our skills and interests, as well as the
students needs. In some Project ASTRf) part_
I lerships. t he astronomer and teacher work
f lowly ttiget her to "team teaf h" the class.
I his Means that both are equally involved in
leading the (lass. perhaps dividing or trading
Ott roles as the lesson moves along (see the
box on team-teachingi. In other Project
WI RO partnerships. the teacher may lead the
main lesson, while the astronomer helps students in small groups, encouraging them to
stretch their thinking or make more astute
observations. Or, in some cases, especiall
\\lien the astronomer is more comtortable
with the students, the astronomer may lead
the f lass through an activity, field questions,

behavit 4. In general. we suggest that you
start
sharing roles in the Llassrotim. rather

0

than having the astronimier lead the entire
lesson or actiS ay.

I

Team Teaching: Craters!
Following lessons about the Moon and itc phases, I wanted to teach students about craters and crater formation. My partner
astronomer, Karen, and I thought this was a great subject to team teach. Karen started the lesson by showing slides of different

craters to the students. She asked the students to raise their hands and describe what they observed in the slidesand what conclusions they could draw about craters. Every now and then I jumped in to ask a follow-up question, because I wanted to encourage students to back up their conclusions with observations. During the discussion, Karen provided more Information to students
about how crat .:rs are formed and why astronomers study them.
Then, the students did a cratering activity from The Universe at Your Fingertips. In the activity, groups of students drop objects

of varying sizes and from different heights into a mixture of flour and cocoa, observing and measuring the resulting craters. (The
activity takes a little time to set up, and Karen was able to come before class to help me, which I appreciated a lot.) I explained the
activity to the class, and divided students into their groups. Karen and I spent the rest of the class working with the student
groups, helping kids make observations, and encouraging them to consider how changing certain variables affected the resulting
craters. Because Karen is so familiar with the scientific process, she was able to model forming hypotheses, asking questions, and

making observations with the students. She didn't tell kids the answers, but encouraged them to observe and reason. Having
Karen there to work with students in groups was invaluable. The kids loved the activity and used their logical reasoning skills. We
made a great team!
-I'roject .1S FR() I eat her

Is
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What Would You Do?
Scenario 3:

Here are some typical scenarios
drawn from real Project ASTRO

Scenario 2:

partnerships (the names have

teacher at a large middle school. The

astronomer. He's the education officer

school, which has a very diverse student

in his astronomy club and has helped

population, has a new grant to create an

schools with star parties for years. Steve

integrated science program. As part of

has a naturally engaging way with chil-

this program, students work in groups

dren and adults and he's done astrono-

doing activities and projects, and teach-

my activities with students at summer

ers do very little lecturing. Bill is very

camp, county fairs, and through scout-

committed to this effort and believes

ing. He's eager to learn some new

that active learning is the best way to

activities through Project ASTRO, and

get students interested in science. Bill

hopes to work side by side with his

wants to focus on the solar system and

partner teacher to develop a creative

have students create a scale model on

and fun program at their school. He'd

the school ground (he has about 6

love to take the students on a special

weeks to teach astronomy). He would

nighttime star party outside of the city.

been changed). We encourage you

and your partner teacher or
astronomer to discuss these scenarios together: what would you
do in the same situation?

Scenario 1:
David, a research astronomer, is

very interested in education. He's lec-

tured college students before, and wants

to try doing hands-on activities with students through Project ASTRO. David has

Bill is an eighth grade science

like his partner astronomer to help him

Steve is an active amateur

Rita, Steve's partner, is a fourth

young children of his own and feels

with astronomy concepts, to work with

grade teacher in an inner city school.

Zomfortable around kids. He's very busy

students in small groups during class-

The school is besieged by problems

room visits, and to help students with

and is known to have the lowest test

projects.

scores in the district. There are very few

with his research and only has time for
four or five classroom visits.
David's partner, Sue, teaches sixth

grade. Sue is very comfortable with

hands-on science, but doesn't know
much about astronomy. She thinks The
Universe at Your Fingertips will be a great

resource. Sue wants her astronomer to
serve as a resource person: to answer

students' questions, show slides, talk

about his work, help her understand

astronomy better, and to work with students one-on-one. Sue is worried that
David does not have the teaching skills

Bill's partner astronomer, Valerie, is a

resources available at the school (no

local amateur who is a retired pharma-

one knows what happened to the slide

cist and wants to get involved in a

projector) and students have very few

meaningful volunteer activity. Valerie has

experiences outside of their own com-

plenty of time to participate in Project

munity. Rita often uses her own money

ASTRO, and is very enthusiastic about

to buy supplies for students. She was

sharing her love of astronomy with stu-

excited to be selected for Project

dents. She'd love to volunteer all year.

ASTRO so that she could bring a real

She's especially interested in Black Holes,

scientist into the classroom to interact

stellar evolution, and cosmology. Over

with students. Rita, who does not have

the years, she has been collecting slides

a lot of experience with hands-on sci-

and images that she is eager to share,

ence, is very unfamiliar with astronomy.

to convey concepts to students and keep

and she has given lectures to adults that

She's hoping that Steve, as a guest

them on task (sixth graders can be

have been very well-received. Valerie is

speaker, can lead the class during his

tough) and she's hesitant to have him

most comfortable with a lecture

visits so that she might learn more

lead activities. Plus, she's worried that

approach using her slides, and she'd like

about astronomy at the same time.

David may not finish activities during his

to help students with library research

visit and her class will get off schedule.

projects.
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1 he Astronomer
I loss did the astronomer get into astronouts ' Dot s
tlT she has e areas ot research or
special interest ' What are the astronomers'
favorite aspects 01 astronoms ? Of the
astronomer %pewit/es in astrophoUigraphs,

lotus on this with students It the astronomer
studies planets, spend time on the planets
and hots sse learn about them \, hat areas oi
astronomx is he or she less knowledgeable
about? Does the astronomer have any links
with amateur clubs, research organizations,
or sources ot materials? flow could these contacts be useful? In what areas ot working with
kids does the astronomer need help or want
to learn more?

Planning Guidelines
As ss e've said, we found that it's critical

that partners meet before starting the visits to
develop a focused plan. Below are some areas
partners have tound it useful to discuss.

The School

The leacher

/low is the school orgamzed? What are the students
like? What is the school culture? Are there any school politics the astronomer should
know about? Will other staft or
faculty be involved? Are there
any new priorities or special
prolects? What's the principal
like? Where do visitors park?

What is the teacher's scient e and teaching background? What is his or her experience with astronomy? What is the teacher's
philosophy and teaching style? In what areas
of astronomy does the teacher neet; help or
want to learn more? I low much astronomy
has the teacher included in the curr'culum
before and how might things change as a
result of the partnership?

Are there specific rule% school

The Curriculum

\ isttors must tollow!

What are science learning objectives m

1 he Students
What grade will be
ins olved? flow manv students
aTe in a class ' Which students will the
What is the bat kground it
astronomer
students (academic, language, culturali. What
is their attentic in span? lo what extent are
families !mots ed in students' schoid work!
\\ hat sorts ot things are students interested
\re there special suggestions about work.
ing with partit ular students! I (ink at examples ot student work.

toius on?

Classroom Behavior
Wilat are the classnuun tail it NCI n

i

rules and norms regarding behavior? flow
shimld students address the astrintomer?
What "i lassu )0in management tet hniques
(hies the teat her use to quiet the (lass or get

2
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vttur grade level? What is the curriculum?
I low does astronomy tit into the broader %ciente curriculum? What key concepts and
processes are stutients expetted to learn this
year? What main areas id astnin(ime will von
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Attitude for a Successful Partnership
Be flexible (it might rain, there might be a fire drill, etc.)
Be honest

Learn from experience, learn from mistakes
Be open about your strengths and weaknesses

Communicate your needs

Don't be discouraged

Don't expect perfection, especially the first time
Be persistent

Don't expect your partner to know everything
Appreciate the astronomer's contribution and possible sacrifice (some astronomers take
vacation time to do ASTRO)
Appreciate the existing relationships between teachers and students
Look at the big picture
Be punctual
Laugh

students' attention (tor example, raising
hands, or waiting until everyone is quiet

school? }low tar in advance does it need to be
ordered or reserved? What will you do if

before continuing)? What are the conse-

something breaks or a bulb burns out ? Are

quences ot misbehavior in the classroom!

there enough materials for all students?

Although it is primarily the teachers' respon-

Which partner will be responsible for bringing the materials needed? What contingency
plans would it be wise to have?

sibility to manage student bchavior, it is

important that the astronomer know what is
expected ot students and know a tew techniques to manage discussion, noise level, and
attention.

Communication
What are good ways to stay in touch
with each other? What are the best days and

Logistics and Scheduling
When during the year will astrtincimv be
taught? When during the day? Will school

times to call? What is the best way to get a
message to each other in an emergency! If

logistics and schedules work tor both part-

more than one teacher is involved in the nartnership, who will be the designated contact

ners? I low often can the astronomer visit! Is

person?

nything going on in the astronomer's or
teacher's lite ot work that may allect avaihibilIll the teacher wants to teach astronomy
during October and November, but the

astronomer plans to be out of the country
observing during those months, your partnership will have problems!)

Equipment and Materials
What audiovisual, demonstration ut
tomputer equipment is available at the

"Although we were
given time during our
first workshop, we did
not realize how important a firm year-long
plan would be. We
were so new to this
that it was difficult for
us to do great planning at the time. We
decided to plan the
first visit and take it
one at a time. Looking
back, it would have
been better to have set
dates and year-long
curriculum goals (what
areas would be covered
at each visit, when
would the star party
take place, when
would there be a visit
to an observatory
etc.)."
-Project ASTRO Teacher

Such planning is also usetul because

you'll see whether your personalities and
interests "click" before making a visit. Be flexible and open to new perspectives. But if

things look like they may not work out, it's
better to tind a new partner now. It you have
a program coordinator, contact him or her at
this point. Otherwise, agree to part amicably.
Perhaps you tan help eat Ii other tiod a inure
suitable partner.
18.

Planning Checklist

1 Exchange information about sched-

Have an initial planning meeting,

uling constraints or commitments, I. live the
astronomer a school calendar tor the year.

preferably away trom school or interruptions.
At the meeting, be sure to address the areas
listed above and select a few themes and
activities to focus on first. Because unexpected situations can come up. be sure to have a
back-up plan for each session, just in case.

.1

Make a communication contract:

ho will call whom and when? How will

tollow-up atter visits? When and how often
will you plan? flow will you give each other
feedback?

Make a date for continued plan-

I"Debrief" after the astronomer's

ning, it needed. We suggest you try to sketch
out a plan tor the whole unit or semester. You
can always revise the plan or make it more
specific atter the tirst visit.

observation and subsequent visits. If you
can't talk at school, make an agreement to

ISet up a time for the astronomer to
observe the classroom as an anonymous visitor before he or she begins making visits.

IIntroduce
the astronomer
to the school
principal and to
any other impor-

talk 1)y phone later.

I

Divide up responsibility tor any

materials needed for the visits. We suggest
that most materials stay at the school site, but
astronomers may need some materials (such
as slides) to prepare for visits. For sites with
multiple teachers, you will need to make
additional copies or work out a rotating system to share materials.

The First Visit

tant MAUR)! per-

sonnel. .1 he

astrononler
should be presented as a valued and

honored ming
with expertise
who is giving
time to vidunteei
in the school.
.71 Give the

astronomer a
tour ot the
sc hoot (including the locati4 in ot restrooms
and parking spaces!).
It)

The first visit provides the opportunity WI

the astromuner and students to get at quainted. lt is also a chance tor the astnimimer to
get a better sense ot the students' interests
and prior knowledge. And, you tan use the
first visit to interest the students in what's to
( Mlle.

Most partners have a lot ot tun with the
first visit. By this time, partners are usually
ino lie I omtortable with eat li other as a result
ot the planning they've done. Still, the tirst
meeting with students can be somewhat
nerve-wrat king lc ir the astront inter who is
nets to the t lassroom, and tot the teachet
who has not had a visiting st lent ist in the

lassroi >in beton% Project AM.R0 partners

have t time Up wit h a !Mintier ot tirst visit
ideas t tut have helped them get ott to a suc-

t esstul start. Of course, you will want the first

meeting to tit with your styk. and what you
plan to do in subsequent visits. I fere are some

ideas and suggesth ins trom Project ASIIto

partners that may spark your own thinking.

Before the Astronomer
Arrives
Prepare the students
More the visit, the teacher should introduce new material thoroughly and build up
the excitement about the astronomer.
Emphasize that the astronomer is coming
especially to see these students, that he or she

knows a lot about astronomy, and is making a

Common Concerns Partners Have
TEACHERS

Will my astronomer...
Use appropriate vocabulary?
Use effective teaching tools (visual aids, models)?

Encourage girls and bilingual students?
Learn and respect my classroom rules and routines?

Observe student behavior?
Fit into the crowded schedule I already have?

WIII I...

very special effort to come to their school.

Look ignorant compared to the astronomer?

You can even have students make "Welcome

Not understand what the astronomer is saying?

to Our Astronomer" signs or cards.

Be asked to spend too much time on this project?

Do the activity, "Pictuting an
Astronomer" from the Universe at }bur
linsertips before the astronomer arrives.

In this activity, students picture an
astronomer in their mind and draw a picture

of what they think an astronomer looks like.
You can also have the students write about
what they think an astronomer does. I hen,
students compare their different images, and
discuss some of the assumptions they made.

ASTRONOMERS

Will my teacher...
Give me enough guidance?

Want me to come to too many different classes (instead of getting to
know one very well)?

Help me to plan something that will be both of interest to the students
and something I can get excited about?

Do nothing while I have to do it all?

Will 1...

(Do they assume the astronomer is male? lb()

Be good enough in front of the class

they assume the astronomer wears glasses?)

Talk over the students' heads?

Students will be extremely interested to tind

Be asked to spend too much time on this project?

out what their astronomer really looks like
atter this activity. Atter the tirst visit, the
astronomer call give out various awards tor

the drawings (the most life like, the most
"nerdy," the funniest, tit.). You can also treaty a great bulletin board using these draw-

with students In' describing your work, how

Preparing to Work in Poorer Schools
Many astronomers are drawn to work with students in urban or poorer
schools because they recognize the greater need that these schools and stu-

dents may have. At the same time, astronomers new to the classrcom may

find that being in an urban school is uncomfortable. Working with poor students, or with students from minority backgrounds, can be difficult for someone who has not done it before. It takes time for students to develop trust,
and the astronomer may feel self-conscious, afraid about physical safety, wor-

ried about offending someone, and in general not be sure how to connect
with the students. It is important for teachers in these schools to talk explicitly
about students and strategies for working with them, to emphasize the positive impact the astronomer can have, and to let the astronomer know when a
student shows special interest or enthusiasm beyond the astronomer's visits.

you got interested in astronomy, what you
wanted to be when you were their age. what
else vou like to do, etc. 'I he students will likely have a range of questions about these top-

ics. and will appreciate that you care enough
to share your personal experience with them.
It's always a good idea to bring some photos
or slides. One Project ASTRO astronomer

started off her tirst slide show with a picture
of her 18 month old baby, and of observatories where she has worked.

Learn the students' names and get
comfortable with each other
It's helpful to have students wear

ings, including some photographs of the real
astronomer, or other astronomers.

Have students make a list of questions
In small groutn, have students come up
with at least 10 questions for the astronomer.
Post these questions in the classroom, and

nametags for the first visit (and future visits
until the astronomer learns their names), and

to clarify what they should call the
astronomu iother than, "hey you" or "Space
Guy"). Doing an "icebreaker activity" is a
great way to get acquainted and learn the
children's names. I fere are sonic ideas:

provide Opportunities for the astronomer to

Brainstorm lists of everyday objects

answer some of them when he or she comes.

with astronomical names (Mars Bar,
.oniet Cleanser, Saturn car, etc..). Students
could do this in teams with a pri/e to the
team with the longest list.

This will also help the astronomer to see what
interests students. 'Io avoid overloading the
astronomer, have each group ot students or

the whole class select three ot their favorite
questions to ask. (You may want to share the

Have students make a list of songs

questions with the astronomer before the

referring to agronomy. }lave students sing
nt use ka/nos In hum their favorite song.
Play -name that tune."

visit. The astronomer can answer the questions tor the class or meet with small groups.
hen, keep the questions posted tn refer to

during the astronomy unit.

During the First Visit
"101k about your work and interests
It
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You are an astronomer, share yourself

Have each student write down three
things about him or herselt and one questii in alu nit astrononn. I.et each student
introduce him or herself and ask their
question. I or added tun, the astrcinomei
can take a Polaroid photo of eat h i. hild to
display at schmd or take home.

Plan one manageable activity, if time
allows
It there is enough time, plan to do a simple hands-on ativity with students. 'leachers
and astronomers may want to lead the tirst
activity together. Small group activities work
well because these give the astronomer a
chance to interact wita s.ucents on a more

r%,

personal basis. N'tm will probably want to do
an activity that tics into what students will be
learning next. I.or example, it students will be
studying the Moon. a good first activity is to
have students work in groups to predict the
order ot the Moon's phases. Another
approach is to do an attention-getting activity, like "Making a Comet in the Classroom."
lbese activities and others can be tound in

Ad,

'Ike+ .01

The Universe al lam Fingertips.

Whatever you do during the first visit, try
to relax and have fun. lk prepared for something not to go as planned, and be willing to
be flexible. Most likely, things will be great!
Atter the first visit, be sure that you meet with
your partner or debrief on the phone that
night. Discuss how the students responded.
ask for feedback, and talk about what you
might do differently next time. Then, make a
date for the next visit. II

.set

4r:.
,:4:

"It was great having the students
become more relaxed in sessions,

talking about astronomy and
spacefrom what was being done
to their ideas, doubts, etc. Science
became less fearsome."
Project ASTRO .Istrom»ner
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dents l

of siw should be able to wont on
the teat her tor help with lassroom logist it
or iti.ittentise students lk sure to let the
astronotner kiuss about lassrocini rules and
rout tiles

Both the teacher and astronomer are
responsible for getting in touch with
their partner. "Our partnership didn't wnWe want to share with you sonw ot the
guidelines and suggestions that we've learned
trom Project ASTRO teachers and
astronomers about the teacher's role in a
Project ASTRO partnership. We hope these
ideas will be helpful, and encourage you to
reter back to this section as your partnership
develops.

Roles and Responsibilities
Beton. you start your partnership, and
before each
visit it's a good
idea to be clear
about roles
and responsibilities. At
Prowct ASIR( 1

we's c learned
some general

tinue because I didn't lwar hack trom tiis
partner" is a complaint we've heard from
soine ASTRO partic ipants..Avoid this pitfall
by initiating contact with your partner (even
it vou think its the other's turn) and returning
any calls within two days (even it it's to say.
"I'm swamped and will call you back later"

The teacher should stay engaged and
involved in the classroom. lake notes, do
the activities, ask questums. 'Ibis models
curiosity and learning to students and helps
the astronomer. For example, it it seems that
students' do not understand the astronomer's
explanation tor something, you can help the
astrc momer to clarity by asking the question
again yourself in a difterent was..

Keep interruptions to a minimum
during tlw astronomer \ visits (because the
astronomer is only there a tew times). It possible, arrange tur longct k lass period till- the

lessot is abinit

the teacher \
role:

Keep track of time dunng the visit
'because astronomers L an get cm !it'd and Inst

track'.

The

teacher is
responsible
for student
behavior
and classroom management. 1 he

( Oordinate logistics, materials, and
equipment More the astionomers hits

astniimmer is not a substitute tea( her, and
should tmt be lett alone to deal with the stu-

iii attiymes ,IsVay tioni St

I making copies, getting a slide pullet tor, maktng sure the room is dark. ett.i.

Arrange the details of any field trips

2

lii n

'although

istronomers %Sure Oen %%Mint; ti hdp

ut

even take the. leadi.

Express appreciation and thanks t() the

More Ideas for Teachers

isiting astronomer. \ lake tour astninomei
teel stekome s great 4 it course, to has L. stu-

Create an "Ask the Astronomer" question box.

dents dt) tills ii

Organize small group discussions with the astronomer to give quieter kids a

Make plans Ig .1 the nest S sit, or ti ir nest
sear.

chance to ask questions.

Get a commitment of release days in advance for planning.
Visit the astronomer's workplace.

Tips for Teachers

Go to an astronomy club meeting.

Alc've collected some additional tips tor

teachers that tan help make vimr partnership
go more smoothly.

Prepare a welcome.
Select several students to greet the isiting
astront niter. tell the astronomer where and
how she \vitt he greeted.

Give your astronomer a chance to
learn.
Remember when viva tirst started teaching?
It was a hit sears and \In! made mistakes.
Maybe vim lost the students' interest, Or
talked a hit too long. Let the astronomer
have time ti develop his skills and do what
is interesting to 111111, but don't leave him
floundering. Vim nlaY need to strike a bal-

a nce between averting a "tailure and letting your astronomer try it his or her way.

Let your astronomer use his or her
interests.
!tinnier tt ill he More committed to
%indents it she tan do something that is of turtli ular interest to her

VI tut ast

Volt and

l'rovide and request feedback.
\MI the sit, pu it ide teedbat k
S

thc

si

Mist. Ile ot she %sill 11-'1)(411(110 our )osi.

Let astronomer know what will go on between visits.
Use peer teaching (have your students teach other students).

Invite the astronomer to an open house or back to school night.
Leave the class with a cliff hanger to ponder or investigate (where do stars

come from? What will you see tonight in the East at 7 p.m.?).

tive reinforcement as well as constructive
criticism. At the same time, ask 1..our partner
for teedback and input, lie or she may have
new ideas, constructive suggestions, or areas
where your help is needed.

Discuss the visit with your students.
Build on their experience with tollow-up
activities.

Share your experience
Parents, colleagues, and school administrators benetit trom hearing abemt scientists'
visits. Puhlicity in the co mmunity will gain
support tor your efforts, and tor the school.

Keep a portfolio
keep a scrapbook with pilot( igraphs, student work, curriculum outlines etc. to di. nument \Inn* PrOiell A1/4,11.4) effort, lake videos

it the astronomer's S isits and Tei

You never know which students will
like astronomy
I:on't assume which students will like
astronomy, or which students will or won't
connect with the astronomer. Many Project
ASTRO teachers have tound that students
with behavior problems or learning difficulties have been especially turned On by
astronomy.

Address the issue of women and
minorities in astronomy
It's important to show students that there
are female and minority astronomers. If
your partner is a women or person of color,
ask the astronomer to talk about his or her
own experiences with science. N'ou can also
ask the visiting astronomer to talk directly
about women and minorities in the field, or
to help you find additional resources.

What do Students Know?
Want to Know?
It's very helpful to start by finding out
what students already know. To do this,

you can simply ask students to tell you

everything they know about a topic, say
the Moon. As the students say their ideas,

write the ideas on the board. Another
technique is to use a "KWL Chart" (What I

know. What I want to know. What I
learned). Create a big chart with these
headings and list the students' responses

under each heading. Keep the chart up

until you're done with the unit or topic,
and fill in the last part.

Think interdisciplinary
Incorporate interdisciplinary activities in
writing, spelling, art, social studies, reading
and math (See The L:nivetse cit inn I ittgertips

tor more ideas.)

Professional vs. Amateur
Astronomers
It's important to keep in mind that protes-

sional and amateur astronomers have different strengths and knowledge. I.or example,
many professional astronomers are not familiar with small telescopes or observing the
constellations. Instead, they may use large
telescopes (with technical support statfi to get
data from instruments in space, or work with
radiation that is not visible to the naked eye.
Their experience offers exciting opportunities
to expose students to the work ot Tell scientists and the various ways astronomers get
and analyze data from remote locations. If
you are working with a professional
astronomer, explore ways You can link the
astronomer's research and scientific knowledge with the classroom visits. they might
discuss what it is like to use large astronomical instruments or high speed wmputers.
Amateur astronomers will probably be
more familiar with difterent kinds of small
telescopes and identifying obiects jh the sky.
Utley can serve as valuable role models tor
students about how we can eniov science in
our everyday lives. Many amateurs know
about building or buying their own telescopes, others may be space travel or science
I iction butts, while others k we hiking and
camping (where the skies are dark i. A good
number ot aniateur astr(moniers are tascinat-

is
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cut 115 L.1\111(4( )0' the study ot the f ingin and
large-stale ev(41.1t1()I1 ot the univesei. read

about it voraciously, and may be wellintormed about theoretical develcipments.
Both pt.( ,tessiimal and amateur ast11)11( aners

tan make great partners and work well with
students. .thd teachers may need to help both
protessi( mai and amateur astronomers use
language that is accessible to students.
keep in mind that, while your
partner astronomer may know more about
astronomy than you do. he or she will not
know about every aspect ot astronomy. Most
amateur and protessional astronomers locus
on one or two areas ot astronomy, but may be
able to discuss Other aspects ot the field it you
give them notice.

Interdisciplinary Teaching ideas
Let's say you are studying the planets and have been learning about Mars. You

could tie in interdisciplinary activities by having students:
Write a story about what it would be like to be a tourist on Mars.
Design travel brochures for a tour of Mars.
Read and discuss science fiction about Mars written at different periods

(reflecting our evolving understanding of the red planet).
Read H.G. Wells' War of the Worlds.

Imagine they are visitors from Mars and discuss what would seem most

alien to them about the Earth.
Read and discuss myths from different cultures about Mars.

A

We think you'll discover that visiting a

school will be a rewarding experience.
Teachers are grateful for the assistance and
professional interaction, and most students
will appreciate your
time, care, and enthusiasm. At the same
Don't try to cover too much
time, schools are
It's easy to assume that concepts and procedures
unique cultures that
which have become second nature to you can be
can at times be frusquickly learned by othersbut it simply isn't true.
trating for the newIt takes multiple exposures, active participation...
comer. As workplaces
and time for new concepts to become integrated
for teachers, schools
into our brains. A small amount of material prediffer significantly
sented very effectively is much better than a lot
trom most offices.
covered so hurriedly it's confusing.
This means you'll
Effective
K-12
Science
need some special
(From Preparing and Presenting
National
strategies to stay in
and Math Education Activities, Sandia
Laboratories)
touch with your
teacher. Also, it vou
feel a hit nervous
about the prospect ot working with 30 active
11-yea1 olds, you're not alone. Many people
feel anxious betore visiting a new classroom.
You might have immediate rapport with the
students, or it may take a tew visits before you
c Iii I. with them. Bear in mind that students'

reactions may have nothing to do with you,
and cciuld reflect something that happened
earlier in school or at home, peer pressures.
raging hormones lin early adolescence', and
many other hicu its. 1:m iwing and practicing

some time-tested teaching techniques will
help you connect ssith students and engage
them in learning about astronomy.
Below are some tips and suggestions
sse've collected from Project AS1R0 partners
and other scientistiteac her partnership projects We hope these tips will help you navigate the school, interact with Your teachers,
and work wtth the students. You may want to
return to this section after you've done a tew
visits to try new ideas each time.

Roles and Responsibilities
Before you start your partnership, and
before each visit, we suggest that you clarify
roles and responsibilities with your partner
teacher. At Project ASTRO we've learned some
general lessons about the astronomer's role:

You are not a substitute teacher and
do not need to lead the class alone. You
should count on the teacher to help you
manage student activities and behavior. At
the same time, it is important that
astronomers learn about classroom rules and
how to communicate effectively with students.

Roth the teacher and astronomer are
responsible for getting in touch with
each other. Both ot you have busy schedules
and it can be difficult to reach teachers during
the school day. Nevertheless, your partnership will be more successful it both partners

take the initiative to get in touch.

Prepare for visits by practicing activities
and reading any guidelines thoroughly (try
the activity out on your family or a friend i.

Request honest feedback trom the
teacher thec ause teak hers may be shy about

giving it to you). Such feedback (even it it
hurts a hit can he invaluable in helping yi
to become a better resource tor the students.

Support your teacher's involvement
in Project ASTRO-10 the principal know
how great your partner teacher is, help your
teacher attend workshops and special events,
inform the community and colleagues about
what the two ot you are doing.

Keep in touch with your teacher about
your schedule.

Make plans tor the next visit, or for next
year.

Tips for Astronomers
General Tips
Start simple, with smaller groups ot students.

Keep any lectures short and combine
them with activities.

Monitor the safe use of equipment, to
protect students and equipnwnt.

Listen to teachers and students and be

"I have much more
respect now for the

flexible about your plans, based on what
you hear.

work of teachersit is
hard work."

Start with an attention-getting activity.

-Project ASTRO Astronomer

Always have a back-up lesson or activity, just in case. It's also helpful to have sonw
"filler" activities or questions, in case you
have extra time.

Reaching Teachers
One of the most obvious differences between teachers' lives and most

astronomers' lives involves communicating with the "outside world" during
the work day. In many workplaces, people have a phone in their office, a fax
machine down the hall, an accessible copy machine, and a computer with e-

You don't have to know the answer

mail. Most teachers do not have an office, let alone a phone or computer of

to everything. Model being a scientist

their own to use. Their work day is focused primarily on students and staff in

who finds out.

the school. This means that reaching each other will require some persistence

Don't assume the teacher has a strong

and creativity. What's the reality of communication for most teachers?

background in astronomy or science. Be
sensitive to concerns they may have about
their own science preparation.

Teachers may have access to a typewriter, phone, and fax but it's most

Don't overcommit or you may burn out

always answer it.

You don't need to teach all of astronomy this year. Some students may have had
astronomy in previous grades, others may
have it in the next few years. It's best to
help students understand a tew focused
concepts and to pique their interest in
learning more.

Students are at many levels ot knowledge and reasoning. IW prepared not to
reach everyinle.

likely in the main office (under the nose of the principal and office staff).
Some teachers have a phone in their room, or in the science office, but can't

Teachers may have a comm.:ter to use, but it's probably in a computer
lab or at home.

Most teachers do not have access to the Internet and e-matl yet.

Most schools have few journals or astronomy books.
Teachers can talk to other teachers in their school, but have less contact
with teachers in other schools.

Professional conferences are rare and special events.
-From a list by Elizabeth Roettger, Adler Planetarimn, Chkago

"It's hard for kids who
grow up in the inner
city because when

you're their age, that
is the whole world to
them. I was one of
those children. I didn't
know a whole world
existed outside of my
neighborhood. And I
didn't know I was entitled to it either. You
have to learn that
from somebody else.
And, once you learn

that there's another
world out there and

you're entitled to it
that makes the difference."

Plan a good conclusion or wrap up.

Students learn in different ways, so

Review and emphasi/e how mudi the students have learned, and pri wide encouragement.

ust.

Engage Students in the Process
of Science
Emphasize hands-on learning.
Remember that process can be more
important than just getting the right
answer. When there are differences or unexpected results, explore the reasons why with
students. lurn failures into science: "Why
did your craters not turn out like those on
the picture of the moon?" Encourage students to discover answers for themselves, or
to consider that there may not be a right
answer.

-Project STRO Thadwr

variety of approaches. i/li t IIIi me at
liur Eh Nertips contains articles about student learning and astromunv. Also, request
input tram your partner teacher.

Define what you are trying to accomplish. What is your purpose for this lesson?

(.se age-appropriate vocabulary (you'll
do better by keeping your language simple).

Take advantage of special events (a
spacecraft flyby, meteor shcnvers. eclipses,
new discoveries in the news).

Develop Relationships with
Students
Be yourself. 'talk about your work, your
family, and how you got interested in
astronomy.

S'alidate and give positive feedback to

A Special Connection

students.

"There was an African American girl in my class who wasn't very involved dur-

Bring things for students: special pho-

ing my first visit. As I was leaving, she walked up to me after class and asked

tos, individual notes tin response to questions, perhapsi.

me whether there were any African American female astronauts. I told her I

didn't know, and promised to find out for her. So, I called NASA and found
out that, indeed, there is an African American woman astronaut named Mae

Hold contests with small astrimomical

lemison, the nation's first. A medical doctdr, engineer, and accomplished
dancer who majored in African American history at Stanford University,
Jemison flew aboard the space shuttle Endeavor during a 1992 mission. NASA

sent me a picture and the next time I visited the school, I gave the picture to
the student and told her more about Mae Jemison. She was very excited and

Keep in mind that not all kids is ill have a
fascination with astronomy and space. but
(Jo can have a positive impact bs sin iwmg
respec t and are about students as pea-

told me that her grandmother had told her not to expect to find an astronaut
who was a woman and African American. During class, the girl walked up to

me several times, clutching the picture and asking how to pronounce Mae
Jemison's name correctly so that she could show the picture to her grand-

mother."
-Project ASTM).1stronomer

If you are less experienced with kids,
sciti Indy need to work harder to learn camie
kid-friendlv techniques and language, Re
pativol, and let the teacher guRk. von.

Avoid Gender and Ethnic
Stereotyping

about motion for the students to do. Is en
thiiugh they didn't create a successtul

represented in sk lent v. It is important to

experiment. they both tclt that the tinte
they spent working together ()Inside of the

Risk- avoid language. mindsets. and
actions which disenfranchise girls and

partners.

women and mitt, intik-, are severely under-

k

minority students. he inclusn v in sour language. A tively

resp fit d to all

students igirls and Niysi, and use examples

and niatenals tlhlt ii Ii lude women and
minorities as ri Ile models nd esamples.
\lost unportant, !lase high espy( towns tor
all students.

hool setting made tliem more el fec five

Help your teacher find additional
materials and resources. Ilk Uniterse
Furor-tips lists many suggestions and
addresses.

Let the principal know abinit the great
things the teacher is doing.

SupportYourTeacher
Help make teachers' lives simpler, not
more complex. leak hers are pulled in
many directiiins. Strive to support your
teacher without making too many est ra
demands on their already hect ic si hedules.

Invite your teacher to visit your workplace or come to dul astronomy club meet-

Get Feedback from Students

ing. One Project AN FRO astronomer invited

his teacher to his I,ih where they spent dB
afternoon trying to devise an experiment

When possible, use terms and analogies that the students already know. If

you use a new term, define it or ask your partner teacher to help prepare students in advance. Not sure what language is appropriate? The best test is to

ask the students by posing a question such as, "How many of you know what

"During a scale model of the
solar system activity, students became very engaged
and asked many 'what if '

questionsWhat if Mars hit
the Earth? Can we go to
Venus or is it too hot? Are
we the only life in the
Universe? How far can you
see in space?"

hoici t ISM I

1s/to/tomer

[the term] is?" "Can anyone tell me what I mean by [X]?" Look at the children's faces and behavior. Are they fidgeting or looking bored? This may

mean that they do not understand you (with the exception of eighth graders
who may just look bored). Also, don't forget to involve your partner teacher.
Agree that the teacher will cue you if you are talking above the students, and
ask your teacher for feedback after your visit. At the same time, don't worry if
all students don't understand every word you say. It's likely that there will be
a range of understanding, and that your teacher can help clarify any confusion later.

How to be Effective in a Classroom
Make eye contact with the students because they love the personal contact.
Smile and feel comfortable telling amusing anecdotes because kids love a good laugh.

Organize all materials in advance because kids sometimes have a hard time waiting.
Use student volunteers to help you set up and distribute materials, samples, pictures and handouts
because kids love to feel important.

Require that students raise their hands to participate because they will probably all want to talk at once.

Use a prearranged signal to get students' attention during activities (clapping, flipping light switch, etc.)
because it is too hard to give good directions unless students are quiet.

Stop and wait for students to let you continue speaking if they get
noisy because they have probably heard the "cold silence" before and
know that it means they need to be less noisy.

Wait to give handouts to students until it is time to read or use
them because if the students have the handouts while you are speak-

ing they will be distracted.

Wait several seconds before calling on students to answer a question because the whole class needs time to think about the question
before someone answers it.

Praise attentive or helpful behavior because this is the behavior
you want to encourage.

Enjoy the students, their enthusiasm, and their sense of wonder
because they have a fascinating perspective on the world!
-From Sharing Science With Children: A Survival Guide for Scientists and Engineers, Developed by the North

Carolina Museum of 1.ite and Science. Reprinted with permission of the Colorado School of Mines,
Office of Special Programs and Continuing Education.
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Involving
Families,

Community
and the School

p

ro ject ASI RO provides many opportunities
to involve tamilies. the community, and the
entire school. I inking with families and the
communitY can %Me several purposes.
Students are more likely to succeed in science
iand school in general) when their families
are actively engaged in learning with them.
Finding ways to involve families in astronomy will help support children's interest in science in and out of the classroom. (These days,
most schools are trying to involve parents in
their children's st hooting.) And, because
astronomy and space science are tascinating
tor manv adults, tho. are excellent subjects to
draw tamilies to school events and to involve
tamilies in out ot school activities with their
children.
l inking with die community, trom nearby science centers and planetaria to local
businesses, will enhance your partnership
activities by providing access to new resources
anti opportunities. Are there sites that you
would like students to visit? Are there additional people to involve who can enhance the

ettt.4ct iveness ot your partnership! t 'an a t out-

munits connet tion provide materials or
restnirtes tor the t. lassrcn rm? Are there local
r rpportunities tor teat hers to develop then
knowledge ot ast arm tiny? Organizatkms and

individuals in your area may be able to meet
sl rine ot these needs.
I or esample, a planetarium or obsery atoT.\ visit t ,111 he a usetul additkm to students

learning and understanding 01 astront
Perhaps the Irk al st Mice t enter has astronomy-related activities tor kids and tamilies on
the weekend. Ask ail amateur astronomy t Ito)
to help out with a st.hool star party, or to
help raise mt tno. for school telesurpes. I ind
r 'tit whether research institutit ins provide a
summer internships tor teachers, or it a program can be developed. Ask local businesses
to donate materials tor student projects.
Developing t ommututy linkages will add to
the value ot your Project ASTRO program. At
the sante time, you can use your Project
AMO program as a vehicle to develop ongoing links between the school and needed
community resources so that the connection
is not just a one-time event.

Getting the School Involved
As you make links with community orga-

nizations, don't torget
that sometimes involv-

ing the rest ot the
school can enrich your
Project AS IRO pro-

gram. kir example:

Have your students give younger
students a tour ot
scale model ot the solar
sesren1 tho. made, or
report on an "alien
being" they designed
to survive on another
planet.

Hold a brown bag lunch tor the
astronomer and other taculty members. I lave
mini-wt rrkshr rp tor other teachers on a

hatkis-on astninom us liv. telescl ye use.
aStrinunrn.
tir

Linking with Outside
Resources

Invite other dames tc, an es ening star
party ur a daytIthe observing sessiiin.

Hold a star party

during parents' night at

the schoili (with tlii koupclatlun ut ()Uhl
teachersi.

Involve the school librarian in doing a
display (it books about astronomy.

Involve Families with ASTRO Packs
ASTRO partners Frank Dibble and Sharon Regner developed a great way to
Involve parents in astronomy. They created "ASTRO Packs," backpacks con-

I n general. remember that students will be
111(111: engaged in science when they can do

something that has meaning in the real
world, such as participating in a real research

pro'« t, writing an ankle that gets read bv
peopk.. or demonstrating a science «incept to
fatuities or other younger students, kids will
also be more motivated when they understand real worki applications ot what they are
learning m school. liekiw are some examples
of the types of connections you mav want to
make in your community:

bers. The students check out the backpacks for a few nights, and return them

Colkagues, especially women or
minority scientists who can serve as
role models. could lout you in the class-

to the classroom. As students do the activities, they record their thoughts and

room to speak with students directly about

observations in their science journals, with the help of parents. Frank and

their own experiences.

taining materials and activities for students to do at home with family mem-

Sharon's ASTRO Packs contained the following items:

* Two basic astronomy books
* A Star Finder (a good star finder for children, developed by Dennis Schatz
of the Pacific Science Center, can be found in the Universe at Your Fingertips)
* Peanuts to share while stargazing
* An audio cassette of Tapes of the Night Sky for stargazing (available from
the Astronomical Society of the Pacific catalog)

* Worksheet for students to draw his or her own constellation and write a

myth to go with it
* Star stickers to decorate a letter to the astronomer (in this case, Mr. Dibble)
* journal for students and parents to record their experiences with the ASTRO
Pack

* Worksheet on Native American star stories.
* An issue of a children's science magazine. An excellent resource is Odyssey
Magazine which is devoted to astronomy and space science (published by
Cobblestone Publishing).

Colleges and universities may have
students willing to work with children.
or faculty who tan help pu wide a« ess tO
le5Vatt It activities and resources.

Vour local high school

mac has c

rt.:stmt.( es You t an use. simie lug!) s hit ils

hat e a platietanum iii sisit. or more adyanc«I
equipment you kali 11(11111V,

NASA's research centers Ilia

have edii-

t at ional programs relating to specific missal/Is, or materials mas ht. as ,fflahle t() teat h

eFS thhillgh the HIM h larger netwoik ut NASA
leac hei 1:e5outt

list ul
tat t N

Rowe ss

enters. lu get an updated

\ Ivat bet lt(SIIltitI, I untos, tull .
c)KI

lor,titi loulits IVs.
( Iheilin ( )11 44(1-4 1211,174-

10s1

Businesses and industries in your
area can help support si lilt .r(11c( t Vs I It(
I

partneiship through (ash or in-kind (lonaI litliitilt4, paper. supplies!.

Aerospace or other science-related
companies may provide sou with ligislets.
slides, and g it her lintel s. materials. some

,m-

pante., sp(insor teacher internships during the
summer. ( (Intatt the ( ompany publit ml irmation (CI( L. as a tirst step.

Your local media may be interested in
new's alu tut slim- partnerships. Send out linot
press releases a week betore an interesting
visit or event. t Iood publit relations is alsvas s
helpful tor the st hool, and all involved will
appret late the rectignitkm. Don't torget the
school newspaper!

with photographs. memorabilia. maps and
hooks about the Apollo era. Show a lunar
sample. available to educators through a
training course offered by some NASA
("enters.

Hold smaller "fron, yard" star parties in the neighborhood around the %drool.

Create special evening or weekend
programs aroma: astronomical events:
eclipses. space missions. comet approahes, ett

Set up an astronomy booth, stalled by
thildren, at local tairs and events: Girl Scouts
Convention, the County Fair, testivals, etc.

Invite families to school
star parties (see Section I I

Involving Families and the

Community in Project
ASTRO
Astrtitimny will be more engaging tor students when \int move learning at tiyit it's
bey( md the llassromo walls and invite fami-

.

lat

-lit

tor more star party ideas).

4.4.
101V1

Link up with a local
scout troop or other youth
group for joint observing
activities. 0

la _EA

Eii

lies and others in the «immunity to parntipate. \pecial events, regular comnumitv programs. and even homework assignments are
great %Val s h . make astronomy appeal to taint-

lies anti Others, and to gise students a t hattle
tti demonstrate what they know. Bell ity ark. i
k.w ideas.

Celebrate Astronomy Day with an
astronoms

tair kir students and tal111Ast ion( iinv I lay is a national event \pi in-

s( ired II\ amateur astrontimv cluhs around the
tilltntry. otitollt yntlr kiwi astronomy t tub
for the annual date.

Create a "Moon Room" at a lot al tinttilIlitits 1111104e or other at( essible lot ant in

l'Iwt.1 In I atlIvrinv

"Project Planet Map"
Make a Scale Model of the Solar
System in Your Community
Amateur astronomer Debra Scherrer and teacher
Sherry Johnson at Independent School in Castro
Valley, California developed a community-wide activity to help students understand the vast distances of
space. They involved students and the community in
creating and displaying a scale model of the solar system, called "Project Planet-Map."
Using a nine-foot weather balloon at their school
to represent the Sun, students in grades 3-5 researched
the sizes and distances of the planets and then created
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astronomy displays, sponsoring a design-an-alien contest, and having astronomy related items for sale. Each
display included a scale model of the planet in a plastic box, with signs, researched and written by the students, giving astronomical information about the
planet, real photographs of the planet, an "alien"
designed by the students, a map of the rest of the solar
system sites, and signs recognizing the sponsors and
student creators. Visitors to the planets got a special
card that they could stamp at each planet they visited.
Anyone who stamped their card at all sites received a
poster of the Sun, donated by Lockheed Palo Alto
Research Center.
The project cost about $800 for materials, supplies, and publicity. Funding for the project came from
Project ASTRO, the PTA, the Independent School Site
Council, and local businesses. Debra also received
many discounts and donations, including free printing
from a local printer and donated graphic design work.
Getting donations and materials for the project took a
great deal of Debra's time and energy. The project won
an honorable mention for an Astronomy Day program
trom Sky & Telescope Magazine.

scale models of each planet to display in various locations in the community. All 500 children in the school
participated in painting the weather balloon Sun.
Debra Scherrer, the astronomer, coordinated the student work, solicited donations ot materials, and contacted community locations about displaying the planets, comets and asteroids.
Planets and other astronomical objects were located at the appropriate distance at a nearby middle
school, a drug store, a local tire station, a grocery store,
the local library, two local colleges and a shopping
mall. Some locations supported the project by making

Debra and Sherry opted to do a more expensive
version of this project, but it could easily be scaled
down to be more affordable for other schools. Older
students or several parents could help contact community locations. The informational materials could be
produced less expensively., and simple rubber stamps
could be used to mark visits to each planet. Debra and
Sherry encased each planet in a plastic box. Instead,
planets could be hung out of reach or roped off to
keep curious hands away. Is this something that your
students would enjoy? We guarantee it's an activity
your students won't forget.

Ideas for

Support
and Publicity

\ itir Inuit ipal will be impressed Its

parents interest in astronomy.

Seek positive public relations for \ inn
program in the (immunity anti among
parents.

The Astronomer's Employer:
Developing Support

Getting Administrator or

Some astronomers tel participate in
) have flexible schedules or
receive paid releo.w time In ml their employer
hoc)! visits. t it her astronomers make real
sacrifices in order to visit classrooms bv taking vacation days or winking overtime later.
l'he mint: support priivided by the
Project AS I

Employer Support
Your Prop. t As TR° partnership will be tar
more likely to suct-eed it teachers have the
support ot school administrators, and
astronomers have the support ot their
employers. We encourage vou to take the
time to develop the support and participatimi
ot your itiministrators and managers uptront
and keep them informed as the visits
jnogress.

At the School: Developing

Administrator Support
Inform your principal and key administrators about Project ASTRO betore vou
begin, anti keep them intormed with briet
updates.

Request an initial commitment ot I -2
release days for planning and special projects (and get it in writing).

Introduce the astronomer to the print ipal.

astronomer's emploer, the more likely the
partnership will be to continue. More and
more, companies and institutions are recognizing the value ot providing tinle fin their
staffs to do community service, but many
companies still do not give time tor employees to volunteer.
Project AS 1.1t0 an help provide some
legitimacy to &arm( nners who need d tew
hours ott to visit classrooms. Anv way that
the school can recognize and reward the
astronomer's employer tor providing time tor
the visits can be helptul. I lowever, because
ompany policies and protocols ditter, teat hers shouki be sure to talk with their
astronomer betore contacting his or her
employer. Below are some steps you can take
to develop employer support:

Invite the principal and key adminis-

Notify your employer about Project

trators I sui terintendents, cut riculum specialists) to visit your class during the
astronomer's visits, or to attend star parties
or special event.

ASTRO and try to get a commitment ot
release time tor planning and visits in
advance.

Bring telescopes or do other astrono-

program it there is one. 1 Ile cOt)rtfuldlOI Of
the prOgrafil \\ill he impressed that vi five
arranged vim'. I its n v(iltuneer at tivits

my-related activities at "hat k-i

lu H )1"

Enroll in your employer's volunteer

Put news about the good work the

Attend a School
Board Meeting
In one Project ASTRO

school, the astronomer

Write about students' success in the

Keep your employer informed about

"1-tike pictures and ',fides of your Project

the highlights ot your school visits.

Get the name of the astronomer's

board meeting with his

employer into any publicity releases about
the project. Credit the company and its
generosity hi contributing time and
resources to improve science education.

partner teacher.

Teachers: Send appreciation letters on

Together, they borrowed
a Star lab portable plane-

school letterhead to the astronomer's manager and to corporate officers (it appropri-

tarium and invited school

ate).

helped develop adminis-

trator support by attending the local school

board members and
administrators inside it

for a tour of the night
sky. One by one, the

school board members
crawled inside the inflatable dome and enjoyed a

new astronomy experience. Afterwards, the
astronomer made a state-

ment to the board about
Project ASTRO and the

importance of supporting
science education.

Publicity Ideas: At School

astronomer is doing in the company tor
institution newsletter or let the publk
information director know about your
ettorts.

Build on the initial support. If the
company is supportive, could it donate
equipment? Other resources? More staff?
Or, help with publicity?

Getting Publicity

G

etting publicity about your Project
ASTRO activities is a great way to build sup-

port tor the project and to involve the community. Positive publicity will enhance your
c ommunitv's awareness ot astronomy, and
the importance ot science educatkin.
Publicity is also good tor the school \ standing
in the communit- as well as for the
astronomer's employer. And, getting puhlicit
is always an exciting reward tor students,
teachers, and astronomers involved with your
prole( t. As you develop and carry out your
I 'rnlvk l ASIR() program, think ahmt ways
S ou can let others know what v.( iti're doing
ai tit generate piisitive PR.

school newspaper or parent newsletter.
Videotape Project ASTRO activities.
ASTRO program

(jive a talk at protessional teacher
ci inferences.

keep a class portfolio.
Do a display in the hall, cafeteria or
library.

Publicity Ideas: In the Community
Send out press releases about your program to local papers, radio, and television
stations. 1 hink about the story You want
the press to tell. Lmphasize the
astronomer's visits. I )o this at least a week
before a special event.

Call and write the reporters who cover
educatiini, science, and family issues in
y(air kical paper, radio, and TV. Send them
personalized invitations and press releases
about classmom visits or special events.

Contact your neighborhood newspapers or local cable channel.

Write an article tor the ,cstn monlei
company newsletter, or teacher inihhiatunis
in Your area.

Do a collaborative community project twith a science center. tor example),
intl ask then PR department to help with
puhlk ity tor yi fir program.

Set up a booth iwith student helpi at a
lair, expo, or other community event.

And please keep the national Project
ASTRO office informed as well.

Special
Events and
Good Ideas

tant to hi Id the star party at a convenient
time in an at cessible area, and to notity parents. the School, and all involved well in
advance (it the star party. In some cases, the
school will be a good site tor evening observing: in other Cases, the schiuil is not a gtiod
lie due ti nactessibilitv r satety issues at
night, lt the star party is not held at school,
transpiirtation mav he a problem. It's also

Star Party Ideas
While by no means required tor a st1C-

Cesthil and rkth partnership, an eveMng
observing session. Or "star party,- is a tun anti
engaging addition to any Project \SFR° program where the expertise and equipment is
available. Star parties tan be done with naked
eye observing, or with telescopes, as long as
Your site is reasonably dark enough ior tan be
darkened). Star parties give students the
opportunity to put their observational skills
to work, and to directly experience astrono-

my. \lost students 'not to mention their parents) have never It ioked through a telescope
before, and they will enjoy learning to identity some ot the constellations. hist getting stu-

dents to look at and notite the sky tan help
them to expand their understanding and
delight in astronomy.
As mentioned earlier, star parties are also
great opportunities to involve families, the
school, and the cinnmunitv. Astronomers
(professional and anwteur I often ask local
astronomy clubs to help out so that there are
enough telescopes. Signe Project AS FRO star
parties have drawn up to .I00 pet ple! lie sure
vou nave eimugli assistance and telest opes it
vou are expecting a t (mil (see tlle tips (in
finding an amateur club in Set tion 41.
I 1oing a l'tojet t ASIR() stai party will
iequire some ails ante planning. It's impoi-

t.ery impiirtant to have a back-up planmake
an alternate date ahead ot time in case ot rain
or clouds, or arrange another astronomy
activity to do instead (such as a planetarium
visit or an indoor hands-on project).
.And remem-

ber, you can also
do observing
activities during
the day. For
example. studentS Can

observe the
ragelb
Moon and its
phases, look at
the Sun and
sunspots
through a sate
solar titter,
observe the position and colors
of sunrise and
sunset, and measure shadows.

Be Prepared forYour Star
Party
Some Factors to Consider
Location of the star party: Where tan
you tind an open site? Will it be at school?
In a park.' Outside a museum? Where is the
most att essilik. site in Your arca!

Transportation for students and fam-

Fun Star Party Ideas

ilies: Will families be responsible tor their
own transportation? Lan the school rent

Project ASTRO partners have come up with a range of ideas to make their star

buses? Is public transportation available and

parties special and fun. Here are a few ideas you might want to try.

sale! Are there any insurance issues?

* Do the star party as scavenger hunt. For example, ask student to find a red
and a blue star, a planet, and a star cluster. Have students make star

finders and tell them which objects to find before the star party.

* Include food: Have a "star-b-que" around the campfire, a pizza party, or
serve "spacy" food.

* Have a meteor shower party. (Meteor showers come at the same time each

Volunteers to help: Could a local amateur club help with the star party? 1)o any
parents have telescopes and the skills to use

them? .kre additional parents or teachers
needed to supervise students?

Permission from administrators or
parents: Is permission needed from the

year. Lists of the best ones can be found in many astronomy text or guide

principal? Who can authorize turning off

books.)

the lights, if necessasy?

* Do naked eye observing (a good set of guidelines for this can be found in
The Universe at Your Fingertips).

* Include indoors and outside astronomy activity stations along with the telescope observing.

* Give students "ASTRO Boxes" containing activities or tasks to do during the
star party. Have each student decorate a shoe or shirt box and take it to the
star party. Place several activities inside (for example, have students create a

constellation, count the number of stars they see, or record the phase of

the moon). Students do the activities with a partner or family member dur
ing the star party.

* Camp out or have a sleep-over at the school.
* Tell constellation myths from different cultures around a campfire. Have
students create plays about the constellation myths and act them out
for families or other students.

* Hold the star party at a high school or community college. Invite older
students to help.

* Do several smaller parties throughout the year at school, or in front lawns
around the neighborhood.
* Take the students to a very dark site, away from city lights. For some students, this will be the first time they've seen real darkness.

Preparing the site: Will you need keys to
get into the site at night? flow do lights get
turned off? Are there sprinklers that might
go on in the middle ot the star party? In
most schools, the custodian will Ile your
best ally before and during a star partv.

Nuipment: Will you use telesc(Tes? Who
can bring the telescopes? flow should students be prepared to handle the telescopes?

What rules should there be about the use ot

flashlights (flashlights covered with red cellophane are much less obtrusive that those

that have bright beams of white light,

whit h tan ruin night s ision

Refreshments and other activities:
Will vitt' have totd at the star parte What
other activities can Vim link with the star
partv l() make it a fun and meaninglul espye! (See box

Invitations: Will
or the whole st.hool

()II

invite ()Mei klasses

) the star party!

Should families attend.' Should st hoot

administrators? What about talling the
paper oi I V statit)11 lin advaiii el tor

sonic publicity.

Forming a School
Astronomy Club
Manv Proiet i Vs I la ) nartneis hat e lound
that tomung ol st. ht of II astronomy t lub is an

ettective wav to in5 tufty students in learning
\ l Ient. L.. het. Just. the .ist rt mom (. tub is less

struttored. an ast It MI 'hal mav have more
:ipportunities to explore working with students diret t Is . I hu astri 'homy klub tan also
give kids the t ham e ti I play an active role in
deciding what the\ want to) learn or explore.
1.t the same tune. betause students it iin the
astrom wily i lob vtiluntarilv, the club at twit ies
need to he tun and engaging. You will tuid
that many ot the olt Maio and itleas con-

teacher plan at tivit les iii advante. or e ill vi
involve students 111 det iding what the\ want
to do in the t tub! Will the astrt minuet i MTh'
to every meeting, or can the teat her handle
some meetings alone!
In additii in, ouu may need to talk with
the si hoot administration about tinding
space. using equipment. and aimv tunding
needs. Vt al may want to ask students to pay
dues, although in Many St littoth this Co RIM

l'sclude Milne students. Alternatively, it tunds
are needed. \ oil might approath the parentteacher south. ml, loyal businesses, or the
astront
's employer tor some tunding.

tained in this manual and in Mc ()those at
lilta Fingeitip: .in . I stninonn. It tivitv and

ASTRO Club at Carl Sundahl School

Roulutte NfutoPook (an be very silt cesstullv

We used Project ASTRO activities in an after-school club, the "ASTRO Club,"

adapted to a club Netting,

which meets every other Tuesday. Approximately 40 fourth through sixth

I low do vou It inn an astronomy t tub!

graders are involved in the club. Students were invited to join based on

Yliti need tti det lily in advance how IlloltIV shl-

teacher recommendation and an expressed interest in learning about astron-

di.ht yutl %saint in the dull and how you will
sili t them. In genet al. it is best to work wan
students who join villuntanly, rather than
kids who were required to participate. Hie
t tub will he easier tt I manage it you limit the
sve to 1 0-1 .; students. lo select kids, von
might open the t lub to specific grades, devilip a lottery system, Ur require students to
write ail essay to I join. Perhaps the (lob t an be
,in extensii in tit ol o. lassroom astninomy unit
tor interested students. I ir, you may need to
put up posters to publa lie the LIU!) inure
is idely and make it seem enticing. Vim will
also need to decide when and how (Men tile

omy. About half of the students are girls. At our school, students are already

k hill Will Meet. l'rl Ilei. I AS I RO partners thive

activities, and give kids more recognition for being part of the club.

formed astiononw I tubs that meet belore
st hot il, during Illho h. and atter si. lionl \ nd,
I malty. sou need to (let ide how you will
slim tune the l hill. \VIII tlw astrotioniel and

involved in a high number of after-school activities, but the ASTRO Club is a

priority for most students and parents. I have taught an after-school math-sci-

ence club for two years, but I had had little experience with astronomy until
this year (which might be described as total immersion in astronomy!). Larry
Brown, our partner astronomer, is an amateur who is extremely knowledgeable about the math and physics of astronomy. Larry loves working with the
kids and getting to know them. The ASTRO Club has been a priority for him.
Our club activities focused on a lunar eclipse, learning about light and color,

preparing for a star party, and making a "human sundial" to be painted on
our playground. Project ASTRO has provided a focus for our after-school club

and a high level of interest has been generated in the school community over
club activities. Next year, I want to create some new requirements for club

participation, organize a parent booster group, incorporate more writing into
Gwen Guest, ProjedASTRO ii'acher
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Using Telecommunications
and Astronomy Software

PIED
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Telmuninunicatmnsparticularly electronic mail and the World Wide Webare tools
sou may want to use to enhance Votlr partnership. for those teachers with access to
electronic mail, this may be one way to make
plans or keep in touch with your astronomer
a he or she has easy access to the Internet. It
your school or classroom does not currently have access to the Internet, some
astronomers may be able to help you set
AVENuf up and use e-mail. It you have telecommunications in the classroom, you can
have students communicate or share
data with the astronomer via e-mail. Or.
you might have students communicate
with other students to share astronomy
information or data. This does not, of
course, replace in-person visits by your
astronomer, hut can add more interest
and excitement to your astronomy unit.
it

The World Wide Web contains
many astronomy-related sites and tools,
In particular Visual images and data dor
example, you can access a map with cui-

rent information about the temperature
on Mars, or see the latest images trom
tlw 1411)111e Space "10escope). It the

astroili inter is familiar with the World
Wide Web, he or she can help teachers
learn how to access and navigate the
Web. Science centers and school districts
are getting increasingly involved with
telecommunications and may pri wide
ssorksh( ips and assistance' to teachers and
astronomers interested in learning more
abt nit the Web. Roth .Xki & le/esw/k. and
Istrottonw maga/ines ii.tve had articles ab( cut
interesting astronomy ssi..b SRO,

Telecommunications Tips
Reitnv are some tips about using telecommunications in sour l'niject ASI Rc I partnership.

(leachers) Manage student questi(ins: As a
class select one or two questions to send the
astronomer. Don't overwhelm the
astronomer with questions trom all students.

(Astronomem) Answer with a question:
Rather than give complete or direct answers
to students' questions, pose a new question
or ask a "what it" question to extend students' thinking, or suggest an experiment or
observation that students can do on their
Own.

(Teachers) Displav Lie replies: Make hard
copies ot the astronomer's responses to give
students something tangible to look at.
(Astronomers) It the class has access to
tlw World Wide Web, point the students to
a site where they can find information,
rather than providing it vourselt.
-Lit/opted (nun tlit',Vicikt

Handbookl

Astronomy Software
here is a range ot amt.( int ims sottware

that can help students see how astronomers
view the universe,
at-tto data and
draw conclusions. understand the space Pit tgrain, or get a sense ot scale and structure.
Ytiu niav want to integrate some compute!
activities into sour Proiect AS 114 I program.
Asti( nu)mv sitttware generalls tails into tine
(it several t atcgoriev

Planetarium software: graphic pi( 1grams that display the sky In lin ans place
on ails date at any time

Multimedia libraries.
4'

Lat,l,I UM: I It( twain,

that sit ire astronomy images and video
dips, alting with text intormation

Games and tutorials: programs that
teach about astronomy through games.
illustrated let tures, and on-line activities

Software tools: packages that allow students and teacher to use computers like ski-

t avers and become a teacher. Leen it your
involvement doesn't change your lite that
dramatically, we hope you will also be
hanged and enriched by participating in
such a program. Ve applaud your efforts,
large and small, and encourage you to make
an ongoing commitment to bring students
the wonders of astronomy. at

elitists di tto expkne new terrain and display large amounts ot raw data in a usable
ttirm le.g. image pnicessing programs)

contains
more intormation about specific astronomy
stiftware. lb nvever you integrate technologv--whether through telecommunicatiims
astronomy sottwareinto your activities,
consider Inns. the use ot technology can
engage students in active, rattler than passive,
learning.
11 lc

I. Iliveme al lout kin.vrtips

Conclusion
Teachers who care about giving students
meaningful science experiences want and
need expert support to convey the ivocess
and content ot astronomy. Increasingly, amateur and professional astnnumters recognize
the importance of becoming resources to help
who kils and vouth-serving organizations
improve students science literacy. Working
together, teachers and astronomers can
enhance the local curriculum and create new
ways tor qudents to learn about the st ient e

How to Order The Universe at Your Fingertips
The Universe at Your Fingertips: An Astronomy Activity and Resource

Notebook, (edited by Andrew Fraknoi) is a comprehensive and ready-to-use
collection of classroom activities, teaching ideas, and annotated resource
lists. Developed through Project ASTRO, the notebook features more than 90
classroom-tested, hands-on activities for teaching many aspects of astronomy, and dozens of resource sheets listing readings, software, organizations

and national projects for astronomy education. In addition, the notebook
has useful articles on student learning, astronomy basics, and how to fit
astronomy into the science curriculum at a variety of levels. While Project
ASTRO focuses on grades 4-9, much of the material can easily be adapted to
higher grades. The 813 pages are three-hole punched and ready to put into a
binder.
The Universe at Your Fingertips is available through the nonprofit ASP catalog for $29.95 plus $6.00 postage and handling (California residents please

add sales tax). Send orders to Astronomical Society of the Pacific, 390
Ashton Avenue San Francisco, CA 94112 or call toil free 1-800-3352624 to order. (While you are ordering, ask for a free copy of the Society's

illustrated catalog of educational materials on astronomy.)

I

ot astronomy,
As a Prnject ASIR° partner, vou have
the opportunity to make a real ditterence in
your students' learning, as well as to attect
how science is ciniveyed in sc hoots and (Inn-

=nits. organizations. t least one Project
AS IR& / vi dunteet has decided to t hange

I4
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PROJECT ASTRO

Astronomical Society of the Pacific

